The success of the scan statistic in detecting anomalies in georeferenced data has motivated its use in distributed sensor systems to detect an emitter at an unknown location. Sensors are grouped into clusters, cluster statistics are produced, and the scan statistic decides that the emitter is present if any cluster statistic is above a threshold. Although the scan statistic is not the optimal fusion rule, it avoids combining strong measurements from sensors near the emitter with weak measurements from sensors far from the emitter. The question that motivates this paper is: could a clustering algorithm improve the detection performance of the scan statistic? Previous studies on the scan statistics considered that the set of clusters is given or is the product of a scanning process; and previous studies on clustering algorithms for wireless sensor networks have not considered forming clusters specifically for the scan statistic. Our first goal is to highlight the opportunity of improving the scan statistic by carefully designing the cluster set. We discuss how the cluster set influences not only the detection performance, but also processing and communication in the system. Our second goal is to propose and study a new clustering algorithm to build the cluster set for the scan statistic. Although suboptimal, our algorithm produces cluster sets that reach similar or better detection performance than the usually considered cluster sets with a significantly lower number of clusters, which results in less processing and communication in the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a distributed sensor system with a fusion center to detect the presence of an emitter in a region, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The fusion center uses a fusion rule to decide between H 0 (no emitter in the region) or H 1 (emitter present at some point in the region). We consider that H 0 is true most of the time and the occurrence of H 1 is rare. This is the situation in many applications, such as the detection of radiation sources [1] , [2] , detection of intruders [3] , or the detection of submarines [4] . We further consider that measurements are corrupted by noise and the system is evaluated by the resulting probability of detection (P D ) for a given constraint in the probability of false alarm (P FA ).
When the emitter is present, we consider that the signal is attenuated by the distance between each sensor and the emitter [1] , [2] , [4] - [6] , which means that sensors near the emitter collect strong measurements while sensors far from the emitter collect weak measurements.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Marco Martalo . Sensor system to detect an emitter at an unknown location using the scan statistic. Nearby sensors are grouped into various clusters, some of which are illustrated in this figure. One of the sensors is elected as the clusterhead. Sensors of a cluster transmit their measurements to the clusterhead, which combines the received measurements with its own measurement to compute and transmit a cluster statistic to the fusion center. Typically, the scan statistic uses various clusters and a sensor belongs to at least one cluster.
If the emitter location or its distribution were known, then it would be possible to characterize the distribution of VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ measurements and design the optimum fusion rule [7] , [8] ; however, the emitter location or its distribution are often unknown [9] . In this case, the distribution of sensor measurements under H 1 cannot be fully characterized; H 1 becomes composite; and the design of optimum fusion rules becomes difficult [10] , motivating the adoption of suboptimal rules. Given the difficulty in applying optimal fusion rules, previous authors have proposed suboptimal fusion rules that give the same importance to all sensors [5] , [6] . In a distributed detection setting where sensors transmit a single bit to the fusion center, examples of such rules are the 'Or rule' [6] , [7] , which decides for H 1 if any sensor sends the bit '1'; or the 'Counting rule' [5] , [7] , [11] , which decides for H 1 if multiple sensors send the bit '1'. In a setting where sensors transmit raw measurements or statistics, the 'Sum rule' [12] , which decides for H 1 if the sum of measurements or statistics is above a threshold, also gives the same importance to all sensors. These rules however combine strong measurements from sensors near the emitter with weak measurements from sensors far from the emitter, reducing P D .
Another suboptimal fusion rule proposed in the past is the scan statistic. It also gives the same importance to all sensors; however, it avoids combining strong and weak measurements. Its main concept is to group nearby sensors into clusters. Examples of possible clusters are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Various clusters are formed by grouping different sensors; and a sensor typically belongs to various clusters. The intent is to have at least one cluster that contains sensors near the emitter location wherever it appears. As explained in Section II, the set of clusters forms the cluster set C; each cluster produces a cluster statistic from measurements collected by sensors within the cluster; and the scan statistic decides for H 1 if a high enough cluster statistic is obtained in any of the clusters.
Although suboptimal, the scan statistic has been successfully used to detect anomalies in georeferenced data [9] , [13] - [15] and many authors have recognized its value in distributed sensor detection systems [4] , [12] , [16] - [20] . Here, because of the signal attenuation between emitter and sensors, the change in the distribution of the measurements collected by sensors near the emitter can be considered an anomaly in the set of all measurements, motivating the use of the scan statistic.
Furthermore, the scan statistic is particularly appealing for distributed sensor systems because of the following reasons:
• The cluster statistic may be computed in a distributed manner. Sensors of each cluster may transmit their measurements to a sensor clusterhead, which combines the received measurements with its own measurement to compute and transmit the cluster statistic to the fusion center, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
• Proponents of distributed sensor systems often propose that sensors be organized in a hierarchical topology [11] , [18] , [21] - [33] , where sensors are divided into clusters and send their measurements to a clusterhead. Organizing sensors into clusters facilitates the communication between sensors and the fusion center while reducing energy consumption at sensors [27] , [34] . In fact, several authors have proposed clustering algorithms to selforganize sensors into clusters [33] , [35] - [39] . On the other hand, a system designer may face problems to implement the scan statistic:
• As the number of clusters in C increase, the detection threshold needs to increase to keep P FA below a maximum requirement and the resulting P D may be reduced. This problem is detailed and exemplified in Section IV-C.
• When the cluster set C contains more clusters than necessary, more sensors could be required to assume the role of clusterhead to compute and transmit the cluster statistic to the fusion center.
• As explained in Section IV-B, a larger C requires sensors to communicate their measurements to more clusterheads, which may result in a higher consumption of energy and communication resources. In order to mitigate the above problems, this paper focuses on the design of the cluster set C; and the question that motivates this paper is: Can the performance of the scan statistic be improved by a clustering algorithm specifically designed for the scan statistic? As explained in Section III, the literature on scan statistics either considers that C is given or is the product of a scanning process. The literature on wireless sensor networks contains many examples of clustering algorithms [29] - [31] ; however, such algorithms were not designed for the scan statistic.
A first goal of this paper is to highlight that the performance of the scan statistic can vary with the cluster set C used. As illustrated in the various examples of Sections V-C, V-D, and V-E, there are many possible sets C that can be used, and the chosen C influences both the detection performance and the amount of processing and communication in the system.
A second goal of this paper is to propose and study the performance of a new clustering algorithm to build the cluster set C for the scan statistic. As described in Section V, the algorithm involves first defining a set of points of interest, which are locations in between sensors; finding the best cluster for each of such locations; and using these clusters to build C. Sections V-C, V-D, and V-E present various examples to illustrate and evaluate the algorithm.
It is important to mention that our clustering algorithm is not necessarily optimal; i.e., the scan statistic using C produced with our algorithm will not necessarily reach the highest P D under a constraint in the maximum P FA allowed; however, simulation results show that the resulting C has similar, and in many cases better, detection performance than the usually considered sets with a significantly lower number of clusters, which leads to less processing and communication between sensors.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Consider a system whose goal is to decide if a convex polygonal region of interest S e ⊂IR 2 contains an emitter or not. When present, the emitter location L e is assumed randomly distributed on S e with an unknown p.d.f. f (l e ).
To detect the emitter, K sensors are deployed at known locations {l k } K k=1 ; and, at each decision interval, sensor k collects a measurement Z k .
Under H 0 (no emitter present), Z k ∼N(0, 1), where N(µ, σ 2 ) indicates a Gaussian random variable with mean µ and variance σ 2 and ''∼'' is used to indicate the distribution of a random variable.
Under H 1 (emitter present somewhere in S e ), Z k is also assumed Gaussian distributed with variance 1; however, its mean depends on the distance between the sensor k and the emitter; i.e., given H 1 and {L e = l e }, Z k ∼ N(A/( l k − l e γ ), 1), where A is the amplitude of the emitted signal, l k − l e is the distance between l k and l e , and γ is the decay exponent. We assume a single emitter and assume that the emitter cannot appear at a sensor location. For this initial study, the propagation model does not include fading or shadowing effects; however, it can be included as a multiplicative coefficient.
We further assume that {Z k } K k=1 are conditionally i.i.d. under H 0 ; and, under H 1 , {Z k } K k=1 are conditionally independent given the emitter location; i.e., with P 0 and P 1 respectively representing the probability measure conditioned on H 0 and H 1 ,
Sensors are grouped into several clusters. We assume that each sensor belongs to at least one cluster. For each cluster, one of its sensors is elected to be the clusterhead; and, at each decision interval, sensors of the cluster transmit their measurements to the clusterhead, which computes a cluster statistic and transmits it to a fusion center.
We assume that sensors, clusterheads, and fusion center communicate using an underlying reliable communication network with transmissions free of errors. Although the design of such a network and the consideration of errors are important design aspects, they are considered out of the scope of this paper, which focuses on the detection performance of the system. We will however consider the number of clusterheads in the system, which influences the number of transmissions in the communication network.
At this point, it is important to highlight that the clusters in this paper are defined above the communication layer. In other words, the clusters in this paper are not formed at the MAC or networking layer for the purpose of establishing communication channels; instead, they are formed at the application layer for the purpose of treating sensor measurements. Likewise, sensors may adopt the clusterhead role regardless of their role in the underlying communication network. Although the underlying communication network may be implemented using a hierarchical structure, the clusters that we discuss in this paper can be formed even if the communication network has a flat structure.
After receiving all cluster statistics, the fusion center decides between H 0 and H 1 using a fusion rule φ based on the scan statistic.
A. THE SCAN STATISTIC FUSION RULE
In its original conception, the scan statistic is used when one desires to perform scanning in space, looking for clusters of events [40] . When applying it to sensor systems, the scanning is over a field of sensors, looking for clusters of sensors near a potential emitter [20] .
To define the scan statistic,
• let a cluster C be a subset of indexes of sensors; i.e., C ⊂ {1, . . . , K }; and define Z C := {Z k : k ∈ C}; • let the cluster statistic for a cluster C be the function
where |C| represents the number of sensors in C; and
• let C be a given set of clusters. Following [9] , [15] , [41] , we define the scan statistic fusion rule φ as:
where t is the decision threshold adjusted to satisfy a maximum P FA constraint. It is important to note that the use of the maximum among all cluster statistics means that the scan statistic decides for H 1 if any of the cluster statistics is above the threshold t. We also note that (2) is equivalent to the traditional scan statistic considered by [20] , [40] when all clusters have the same size; but the definition (2) used by [9] , [15] , [41] makes explicit the cluster set C. For a given set of sensor locations {l k } K k=1 , the cluster set C may be composed of clusters of various shapes and sizes. Fig. 1 exemplifies five possible clusters for a system with K = 64 sensors in a square region of interest. Note that clusters may intersect with each other, meaning that a sensor may belong to more than one cluster. Note further that there exist many more possible clusters than the five clusters illustrated in Fig. 1 and the number of possible clusters and, therefore, the number of possible cluster sets grow with the system size.
The focus of this paper is on the cluster set C, on how it influences the performance of the system, and on how to obtain C with a clustering algorithm specifically designed for the scan statistic.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW A. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON THE SCAN STATISTICS
When the scan statistic was originally conceived, the focus was not on designing C; instead, researchers focused on the problem of evaluating the detection performance for the cluster set C composed of all clusters of the same size and shape [40] , [42] - [44] . The traditional approach is to consider a two-dimensional grid of N 1 -by-N 2 random variables
} and define the scan statistic as max
for given values of w 1 and w 2 . Although (3) does not make C explicit, C in this traditional approach is given by all clusters of w 1 -by-w 2 random variables of the grid. The application of the traditional scan statistic (3) was considered in the context of sensor detection systems by the authors in [20] , [45] , which proposed a system where a mobile agent moves across the region, summing the measurements from w 1 -by-w 2 sensors inside a rectangle centered at the agent's location. Such a scanning process results in a set C with clusters of the same size.
Clusters of different sizes were considered by Kulldorff [46] , who considered scanning over clusters of circular shapes and various radiuses centered at each location that originated a measurement. Various researchers extended Kulldorff's scan statistics to consider different cluster shapes centered at each location [47] - [50] . In all of these studies, C is not explicit; but the process of considering the various measurements around each location using the chosen shape of various sizes results in a cluster set C.
Other researchers generalized the scan statistic, defining it as in (2) and making the cluster set C explicit [9] , [15] , [41] , [51] , [52] . Different cluster sets C were then assumed: The authors in [51] associated measurement locations to a graph and considered C containing all clusters with connected locations; the authors in [9] , [52] considered various types of cluster sets C whose maximum cluster size is much smaller than the size of the network; and the authors in [41] , [53] considered C as containing all rectangular-shaped clusters of all widths and heights.
In all of the approaches mentioned so far, no attention was given to the clustering algorithm that produced C; i.e., no attention was given to the possibility of modifying C by adding or removing certain clusters to improve the detection performance or reduce communication requirements.
B. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
Organizing sensors into a hierarchical topology with clusters has long been suggested for wireless sensor networks to reduce the energy consumption in sensors and the communication burden and latency in the communication network [11] , [18] , [21] - [30] , [33] ; and many authors proposed procedures to build clusters [29] - [32] . In fact, many authors proposed procedures in which sensors self-organize into clusters [33] , [35] - [39] , [54] . In these procedures, a sensor decides to become a clusterhead either randomly [35] or based on other network aspects [32] , such as residual energy [36] or maintaining connectivity [33] , [37] . The clusterhead sensor then broadcasts a message announcing the newly created cluster. Sensors that receive the message decide to join the cluster with the strongest signal received. Other authors proposed improving the clusterhead selection mechanism using fuzzy rules [55] - [63] .
Many of the above clustering algorithms explicitly aim to partition sensors into clusters [22] , [27] , [28] , [30] - [32] , [35] - [37] , [54] ; i.e., they produce clusters where a sensor belongs to a single cluster. While communicating with a single clusterhead saves energy in sensors, it can harm detection performance. For instance, consider the cluster set C (1) with four clusters illustrated in Fig. 2e . An emitter that happens to be located in between sensors 3, 4, 8, and 9 would be best detected if these sensors belonged to the additional cluster {3, 4, 8, 9}.
Although some of the above clustering algorithms could be modified to enable sensors to belong to more than one cluster; for instance, fuzzy rules could be used to enable a sensor to join more than one cluster [64] ; none of the above clustering algorithms focused on improving the scan statistic.
Our clustering algorithm is different from previously proposed algorithms because it focuses on building clusters that improve the detection performance when using the scan statistic. This includes being able to build clusters where sensors belong to multiple clusters.
C. BASELINE CLUSTER SETS
Based on the above, we consider the following cluster sets as baseline for our study:
• Cluster set of constant size and shape (C == (x)) [20] , [40] , [42] - [45] : As illustrated in Fig. 2a , C == (x) contains only clusters with a constant number x of sensors and the sensor locations form a given shape (square in Fig. 2a ).
• Cluster set originated from a scanning window of constant shape and area (C => ) [20] , [45] : As illustrated in Fig. 2b , C => is built by scanning a window of constant shape and area over the field of sensors.
We shall use C => (r) when the window is circular with radius r.
• Cluster set originated from a scanning window of constant shape and variable area (C ∼> ) [46] : As illustrated in Fig. 2c , C ∼> is built by scanning various windows of constant shape and different areas over the field of sensors.
• Cluster set originated from a scanning window of variable shape and area (C ≈> ) [47] , [50] : As illustrated in Fig. 2d , C ≈> is built by scanning various windows of various shapes and sizes over the field of sensors.
• Cluster set where each sensor belongs to a single cluster (C (1) ): This cluster set is the typical product of clustering procedures that partition sensors into clusters, as discussed in Section III-B. As illustrated in Fig. 2e , C (1) may contain clusters with different shapes and sizes; however, sensors only belong to a single cluster. In C => , C ∼> , and C ≈> , the scanning window moves in small steps and, at each position of each window, sensors inside the window form a cluster. The small moving step and the various windows cause each of these cluster sets to contain clusters with different numbers of sensors.
IV. DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLUSTER SET C
From (2), the scan statistic fusion rule φ depends on the cluster set C produced by the clustering algorithm; thus, to motivate our clustering algorithm, we discuss in this section the desirable characteristics for the resulting cluster set C. We start by discussing the various possible performance metrics that can be used.
A. PERFORMANCE METRICS
To define the metrics that we consider in this paper, let
i.e., for a given C and threshold t, α(C, t) and β(C, t) respectively represent the P FA and P D of φ; and β(C, t|l e ) represents the conditional P D given {L e = l e }.
A first possible performance metric is based on the Neyman-Pearson framework: Find C to maximize β(C, t)
where α max is a maximum P FA constraint. In order to apply this metric, the designer needs the distribution f (l e ) of the emitter location since β(C, t) = β(C, t|l e )f (l e )dl e . A second possible performance metric is based on a maximin framework: Find C to maximize min
A benefit of this metric over (4) is that it does not depend on the unknown f (l e ) and, under general conditions, it produces conservative designs. More precisely, let β min be a minimum probability of detection desired. If the designer adopts the metric (4), assumes the unknown f (l e ) to be the uniform distribution on S e (f u (l e )), and designs a system to satisfy β(C, t|l e )f u (l e )dl e ≥ β min , then it might happen that β(C, t|l e )f (l e )dl e < β min for the actual f (l e ). Consider instead the metric (5) and let l − e := argmin l e β(C, t|l e ). If the system is designed such that β(C, t|l − e ) ≥ β min , then β(C, t|l e )f (l e )dl e ≥ β min for any distribution f (l e ) [65] . Third and fourth possible performance metrics are based on the Receiver Operating Curve (ROC), which is the curve
With AUC(C) being the area under the ROC, find C to maximize AUC(C); (6) and if the emitter location distribution is unknown, a designer could consider the various curves {(α(C, t), β(C, t|l e )) : t ∈ IR}; define AUC(C|l e ) as the area under the ROC conditioned on {L e = l e }; and find C to maximize min l e AUC(C|l e ).
Using AUC to evaluate cluster sets is appealing because its computation does not require the design of the threshold t and there exist good estimators for the AUC. In here, we estimate the AUC with the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic: Assume that M samples of max C∈C T (Z C ) under H 0 and H 1 were obtained and let {s j|C,0 } M j=1 and {s i|C,1 } M i=1 be these samples. The AUC is estimated with [66] 
where 1{s i|C,1 > s j|C,0 } equals 1 if s i|C,1 > s j|C,0 and equals 0 otherwise; and an upper bound for the standard deviation of AUC(C) is 1/(2 √ M ). Performance metrics to minimize expected cost or probability of decision errors could also be adopted if VOLUME 8, 2020 the designer has knowledge of P[H 0 ], P[H 1 ], and the decision costs.
B. PROCESSING AND COMMUNICATION ASPECTS
Although choosing a C that maximizes detection performance is the primary goal, the designer may also be interested in secondary aspects, such as the amount of processing at nodes and the amount of communication among sensors, clusterheads, and fusion center.
The precise influence of C in processing and communication aspects depends on the specific processing hardware and communication network used; however, regarding processing aspects, increasing C means that more cluster statistics must be computed and compared at clusterheads; and, regarding communication aspects, cluster sets in which sensors belong to multiple clusters generate additional traffic in the underlying communication network. To see this, note that in order to fuse information from all sensors, C must contain clusters such that all sensors are in at least one cluster. Once all sensors belong to at least one cluster in C, any additional cluster that is included in C causes one or more sensors to belong to two or more clusters, which means that they have to transmit their measurements to two or more clusterheads, consuming energy and communication resources.
To save processing and communication resources, a designer should avoid including unnecessary clusters in C. Additional clusters should be included in C only if they increase the detection performance of the scan statistic.
It is possible to envision algorithms that assign the clusterhead function to sensors that are common to multiple clusters in order to reduce the number of sensor transmissions. Furthermore, transmissions to the fusion center can be reduced with collaborative signal processing algorithms [34] , [67] , [68] , which combine cluster statistics into a single transmission or even suppress the transmission of a cluster statistic that is below another. Although such algorithms would reduce communication needs, increasing C above the minimum necessary and forcing sensors to belong to more than one cluster unnecessarily would generally require more transmissions from sensors to clusterheads and from clusterheads to fusion center when compared to a cluster set C in which sensors belong to a single cluster.
Motivated by processing and communication aspects, a designer may prefer a cluster set with a lower number of clusters (|C|) provided its detection performance is close to the best detection performance. In other words, instead of (4), (5), (6) , or (7), a designer may adopt a different optimization objective: find C to minimize |C|
where C * and t * are the solution to the problem (4) and β max is a given maximum loss in P D allowed. If the emitter location distribution is unknown, a designer could adopt the following optimization objective: find C to minimize |C| (10)
where C * and t * are the solution to the problem (5) . Similarly, the performance could be based on |C| under a constraint on the AUC; i.e., let AUC max be a maximum allowed loss of area; and find C to
where C * is the solution to the problem (6); or minimize |C|
subject to min
where C * is the solution to the problem (7).
C. THE MULTIPLE TESTING PROBLEM
Maximizing detection performance and minimizing the number of clusters in C are not conflicting goals. The scan statistic will not necessarily offer better detection performance with a larger C. In fact, as exemplified in the subsequent sections of this paper, it is possible to obtain a better detection performance by using a cluster set with less clusters than another cluster set. This phenomenon occurs because of the so called multiple testing problem [9] , [69] . The problem of multiple testing occurs when a statistician needs to perform multiple hypothesis tests: Consider that a statistician needs to simultaneously decide between H m 0 and H m 1 for m = 1, . . . , M under a global P FA constraint; i.e., if all M hypotheses H m 0 are true, it is desirable that the probability of deciding for any H m 1 be less than a given α max . As will be seen shortly, the problem is that the global P FA constraint requires that each individual test be performed at a more stringent P FA requirement.
In our setting, there is only one pair of hypotheses H 0 and H 1 ; however, the scan statistic test (2) is equivalent to the multiple test of |C| hypotheses. To see this, consider that, for each C ∈ C, H (C) 0 is the hypothesis that T (Z C ) has distribution induced by only noise and H (C) 1 is the hypothesis that T (Z C ) has distribution induced by noise and the emitted signal. Our hypothesis H 0 (no emitter present) and H 1 (emitter present somewhere in the region) are equivalent to:
This means that, if the number of clusters in C increases, the number of multiple hypothesis being tested will increase; and the threshold t of the scan statistic fusion rule (2) has to increase to keep P FA ≤ α max . To see this, note that
, and this FIGURE 3. Example to illustrate multiple testing problem. In this example, the system has |C| clusters that are nonintersecting and far from each other; and the emitter is located at the center of one of the |C| squares with equal probability; i.e., P 1 [L e = l e,j ] = 1/|C| for j = 1, . . . , |C|.
probability would increase if we add a new cluster into C. Thus, if t was such that P 0 [∪ C∈C {T (Z C ) > t}] = α max for the original C, adding the new cluster would cause the system to infringe the maximum P FA allowed and t would have to increase to make the system return to satisfy the P FA requirement [69, pg. 349] .
A higher threshold t causes P 1 [T (Z C ) > t] to decrease in each cluster already in C; and the resulting P D may decrease, particularly if the additional cluster has lower P 1 [T (Z C ) > t] than clusters already in C. 1 An example is provided next to illustrate the multiple testing problem.
1) EXAMPLE
Consider the detection system illustrated in Fig. 3 with |C| clusters of 4 sensors each. Each of the 4 sensors are in the corners of a square. Let {l e,1 , . . . , l e,|C| } be the centers of the squares and assume that the distance between each center and each corner is d = 1 and the distance between clusters is D d. Assume just for this example that, under H 0 , each sensor collects measurement Z k ∼N(0, 1); and, under H 1 , the emitter is located at the center of one of the |C| squares with equal probability; i.e., P 1 [L e =l e,j ]=1/|C| for j = 1, . . . , |C|; and emits a signal with amplitude A=2 and decay coefficient γ =2. Given the assumption that D d, assume that only the closest sensors to each l e,j can sense the emitter; e.g., if the emitter is at l e,1 , then Z k ∼N(2, 1) for the sensors in C 1 and Z k ∼N(0, 1) for the sensors in C 2 , . . . , C |C| .
Assume the design of the detection system to satisfy the maximum P FA requirement of 0.05.
Consider first that the emitter can only appear at l e,1 and we use the cluster set C = {C 1 }; i.e., |C| = 1. Using the cluster statistic (1), T (Z C 1 ) ∼ N(0, 1) under H 0 ; and
where Q is the Gaussian complementary c.d.f.; and, to satisfy the P FA requirement, t = Q −1 (0.05) = 1.6449. With such a threshold, β(C, t) = Q(t − 4) ≈ 0.99.
Consider now that we increase the number of possible emitter locations and we add further clusters to cover them; i.e., |C| > 1. Because all clusters are nonintersecting in this example, {T (Z C ) : C ∈ C} are independent, 1 It is difficult to precisely determine if an additional cluster will increase or decrease the resulting P D because there are no closed form solutions for either the P FA or the P D of the scan statistic [20] , [40] , [42] , [44] . P FA is given by
and, to satisfy the P FA requirement,
As |C|→∞, t→∞ as well, meaning that each cluster statistic T (Z C ) will be compared against a more stringent threshold, causing reduction in P D . To see this, write
where (16) follows because in this example all clusters have the same β(C, t|l e,j ). Since clusters are nonintersecting in this example, which means that {T (Z C ) : C ∈ C} are independent given the event {L e = l e,1 }, we obtain β(C, t|l e,1 ) = P 1 max j=1,...,|C|
where (18) follows because we assume for this example that D d such that, when L e = l e,1 , only the sensors from cluster C 1 sense the emitted signal. Using t = Q −1 (1 − 0.95 1/|C| ) in (18) , the factor (1 − Q(t)) |C|−1 → 0.95 and (1 − Q(t − 4)) → 1 as |C| → ∞, resulting in β(C, t) → 0.05, which is much less than β(C, t) ≈ 0.99 obtained with |C| = 1.
This example considered a simple setting with nonintersecting clusters, clusters far from each other, and a growing finite set of possible emitter locations in order to enable analytical treatment and highlight the problem; however, the increase in t and the consequent reduction in P D can happen if we increase the number of clusters in C above a minimum necessary even if the region of interest remains constant, as illustrated in later examples.
It is also important to mention that the cluster set C needs various clusters because of the various possible emitter locations, which means that the reduction in P D is inevitable as the region of interest increases; however, to mitigate the reduction in P D , cluster sets should use the minimum number of clusters necessary.
Given that the cluster sets usually considered for the scan statistic do not focus on reducing the number of clusters and the existing clustering algorithms do not focus on building clusters for the scan statistic, the main focus of this paper is to design a clustering algorithm that builds cluster sets that are small enough to reduce the multiple testing problem and the amount of processing and communication in the system, but big enough to maintain or improve the detection performance of the scan statistic.
D. A DIFFICULT OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Since the system has a finite number of sensors, which implies a finite number of possible clusters and a finite number of possible cluster sets, a designer could in principle enumerate all possible cluster sets C, compute the performance metric for each of them, and choose C that results in the highest performance metric.
Such an exhaustive search for C is however impractical because, even for small systems, the number of possible cluster sets can be very large [9] , [41] . For example, for a grid of 6-by-6 sensor locations, if we consider just square clusters containing 4 sensors, there are 25 possible clusters and 2 25 possible cluster sets. This number would be even larger if the system size increases or if we were to consider other clusters with different sizes and shapes. Even if we were to exclude the obviously poor cluster sets, such as cluster sets that do not cover one or more of the sensors, the number of cluster sets to evaluate would still be prohibitive.
Furthermore, for any given C, it is difficult to compute α(C, t), β(C, t), or AUC(C) analytically because, in general,
{T (Z C ) : C ∈ C} are dependent random variables under either H 0 or H 1 . Also, the computation of β(C, t) depends on the emitter location, which is usually unknown. Even the computation of just α(C, t), which does not depend on the emitter location, is difficult and no closed form solutions exist [20] , [40] , [42] , [44] .
Lastly, even if {T (Z C ) : C ∈ C} were independent random variables under either H 0 or H 1 and closed-form expressions were available for α(C, t) and β(C, t), it would be difficult to find the optimal C because any of the optimization problems discussed in Section IV-A are nonconvex.
Although it is difficult to optimize any of the performance metrics mentioned in Section IV-A, we shall use them to evaluate the new clustering algorithm that we propose to improve the detection performance of the scan statistic.
V. A NEW CLUSTERING ALGORITHM FOR THE SCAN STATISTIC
Given the difficulty of finding the optimal cluster set, we propose a new clustering algorithm to generate the cluster set C for the scan statistic. The algorithm is motivated by the desire to limit the multiple testing problem. It builds cluster sets with a low number of clusters; and, in contrast to previously proposed cluster sets, it does not involve scanning windows. Assume that the designer has a set C all containing all clusters in consideration; and the goal of the algorithm is to select a subset C of C all as the desired cluster set. The selection of C all will be discussed shortly.
The algorithm has the following steps: 1) Partition the region of interest S e ⊂ IR 2 into K regions {R k } K k=1 using a Voronoi diagram [70] . The Voronoi diagram partitions S e in K convex polygonal regions {R k } K k=1 using sensor locations {l k } K k=1 as generating points. Each R k contains a single sensor location l k ; and any point inside R k is closer to l k than to any other sensor location. Fig. 4 illustrates the partition of a square region of interest with 25 sensors.
2) Define the set V of points of interest as the finite set of all vertices of the polygons that define {R k } K k=1 , excluding any point that contains a sensor. These points are of interest to us because they contain the worst possible location for the emitter within each region R k . To see this, recall that we assume that the amplitude received at each sensor decays with the distance between sensor and emitter; and the farthest point to each sensor location l k is at one of edges of R k . The black triangles in Fig. 4 illustrate the points of interest for a region of interest with 25 sensors.
3) For each point of interest v ∈ V, compute P 1 [T (Z C )>t|L e =v] for each cluster C ∈ C all . Use this probability to sort the clusters in descending order:
where t is a threshold chosen by the designer. The threshold t is not necessarily the threshold t that will be used in the final system and it is used in this step just to compare the individual detection performance of each candidate cluster. In our setting, any threshold can be used t because, for any C, T (Z C ) is a Gaussian with constant variance, which means that, given {L e = v} and under H 1 , the c.d.f. of T (Z C 1 ) of a cluster C 1 is always either above, below, or equal to the c.d.f. of T (Z C 2 ) of any other cluster C 2 , which means that one can compare P 1 [T (Z C 1 )>t |L e =v] and P 1 [T (Z C 2 )>t |L e =v] at any threshold t . 4) From each sorted list L v , build a new list L v containing only nonredundant clusters and clusters with high enough
which is the best cluster to detect an emitter in L e = v; and, for each cluster C n,v in L v , append C n,v to L v if the three following conditions are satisfied:
where d(C m,v , C n,v ) represents the distance between C n,v and any C m,v that was previously appended into L v ; and r min , d min , and N inc are chosen by the designer. The setting of these parameters will be discussed shortly; and we note that the testing of conditions (19) and (20) is not necessary when N inc = 1.
Regarding d(C m,v , C n,v ), we propose to use the Jaccard distance [71] : For any two clusters C 1 and C 2 ,
which is 1 when all sensors of C 1 are not in C 2 and is 0 when C 1 = C 2 . 5) Build the cluster set
By using the best clusters covering the points of interest, our algorithm aims to build C poi with only the most valuable clusters. Recall that the points of interest are the farthest points from the sensors, and C poi needs the best clusters to detect an emitter that might happen at these points. Note that C poi does not need the best clusters to detect an emitter that appears at a location close to a sensor because P D is already high at these points even with a suboptimal cluster. 6) (Optional) Repeat steps 4 and 5 for various values of N inc ; evaluate the performance of the scan statistic with each C poi ; and choose C poi that provides the highest performance as the final cluster set to use.
A. THE SET C all OF CLUSTERS IN CONSIDERATION
As previously mentioned, the goal of the algorithm is to build C poi from the set C all of candidate clusters. The set C all could be the set of all possible clusters, however, such a C all would contain too many clusters. In a system with K sensors, there are 2 K possible clusters, which becomes very large as K increases. Furthermore, many of such clusters would be weak clusters. For instance, consider the system with 25 sensors illustrated in Fig. 4 . One of the possible clusters is the cluster {1, 5, 21, 25}; however, recalling that the goal of the scan statistic is to combine measurements from sensors nearby each other, it is unnecessary to consider such a cluster because the sensors 1, 5, 21, and 25 are far from each other.
In order to reduce the number of clusters in consideration, we adopt C all = C ≈> defined in Section III-C, which contains various clusters of different shapes and sizes. As will be seen shortly, |C ≈> | is also large; however, it does not include clusters with sensors far from each other.
B. PARAMETER CONFIGURATION
Our experiments have shown that the final cluster set is not too sensitive to the parameters r min , d min , or N inc ; however, extreme values should be avoided.
Regarding N inc , its main purpose is to control the number of clusters in the final cluster set: Because of condition (21) , the final cluster set will have at most |V|·N inc clusters. Therefore, too high values for N inc would increase the multiple testing problem and processing and communication needs. On the other hand, as will be seen in the examples, too low values for N inc may reduce P D in some settings.
Regarding r min , too low values could cause weak clusters to be included in the cluster set. On the other hand, too high values could prevent good clusters to be included.
Regarding d min , too low values could cause redundant clusters to be included in the cluster set. On the other hand, too high values could prevent the inclusion of clusters containing the best sensors to detect the emitter at a point of interest.
Based on our experiments, we observed that N inc ≤ 6 provides good results; and, when N inc > 1, r min = 0.5, and d min = 0.5 provide good results.
C. EXAMPLE: THREE-SENSOR SYSTEM
To illustrate the algorithm, consider the system illustrated in Fig. 5 with three sensors at (5, 5) , (15, 5) , and (25, 5) in a rectangular region with vertices at (0, 0) and (30, 10) .
Since the system has K = 3 sensors, the method partitions the region in 3 regions and, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , the vertices of R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 form the set V with 8 points of interest: 10m) : n = 0, . . . , 3; m = 0, . . . , 3}. VOLUME 8, 2020 FIGURE 6. Estimated ROCs for the scan statistic with cluster sets C poi and C ∼> for the three-sensor system of Fig. 5 considering the emitter location uniformly distributed in the region ( β(C poi , t ) and β(C ∼> , t )) and considering the emitter location at (0, 0) (min l e β(C poi , t |l e ) and min l e β(C ∼> , t |l e )).
With only 3 sensors, there are 2 3 possible clusters; and, considering N inc = 1, our method builds C poi by finding the cluster that maximizes P 1 [T (Z C 1,v )>t|L e =v] for each point of interest v. For v = (0, 0) and v = (0, 10), the best cluster is {1}; for v = (10, 0) and v = (10, 10), the best cluster is {1, 2}; for v = (20, 0) and v = (20, 10), the best cluster is {2, 3}; and for v = (30, 0) and v = (30, 10), the best cluster is {3}; resulting in |C poi | = 4. Considering the signal amplitude A = 3000 and decay coefficient γ = 4, the estimated ROCs for the scan statistic with C poi are shown in Fig. 6 for two conditions: considering L e uniformly distributed in the region and considering L e = (0, 0), which is one of the worst points of interest. The ROCs were obtained from 10,000 measurements under H 0 and 10,000 measurements under H 1 and considering 30 different values for the threshold t. Fig. 6 also shows the estimated ROCs for the scan statistic with the cluster set C ∼> . In this example, the scanning process results in C ∼> = C poi ∪ {{2}}. From Fig. 6 , it is possible to observe that both cluster sets C poi and C ∼> reach similar performance when L e is assumed uniformly distributed. More precisely, using (8) and the upper bound for its standard deviation, the resulting estimates for AUC were statistically the same: AUC(C poi ) = 0.990±0.005 and AUC(C ∼> ) = 0.992 ± 0.005.
Given the desire to reduce processing and communication needs, the above could already be enough justification to choose C poi over C ∼> ; however, considering that the emitter location distribution is often unknown, the system designer could be interested in the detection performance in the worst possible emitter location (L e = (0, 0) or in any other corner of S e in this example); and, in this case, the ROCs in Fig. 6 show that C poi provides better detection performance than C ∼> . It is interesting to observe that |C poi | = 4 and |C ∼> | = 5 and the removal of just one cluster ({2}) makes C poi perform better than C ∼> . The better performance of C poi can also FIGURE 7. Polygonal regions and points of interest in a 5-by-5 grid of sensors. Sensors are indicated with white circles and points of interest are indicated with black triangles. The clusters that provide the highest P 1 [T (Z C )>t |L e =v ] for the points of interest (0, 0), (10, 40) , (20, 20) , (11, 16) , (40, 40) , (40, 50) , (50, 40) , and (50, 50) are illustrated with dashed lines. These and other clusters not illustrated form the final cluster set C poi .
be seen from the estimates for AUCs given L e = (0, 0): AUC(C poi |(0, 0)) = 0.733 ± 0.005 and AUC(C ∼> |(0, 0)) = 0.713 ± 0.005.
D. EXAMPLE: SENSORS PLACED IN A GRID
Consider that sensor locations form a regular square grid of K sensors. Fig. 1 illustrates the scenario for K = 64. More precisely, let [i, j] denote a grid position for i, j ∈ {0, . . . ,
√
K − 1}, let its location be (10i + 5, 10j + 5), which means that grid positions are spaced by 10 meters in the grid. K sensors are deployed, one in each position of the grid, with the grid position [i, j] defining the location l k of the sensor k = 1 + i √ K + j. Assume that the region of interest S e is the square with opposing vertices at (0, 0) and (10 √ K , 10 √ K ). Assume first K = 25 sensors in a 5-by-5 grid. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , the method partitions the region in 25 square regions, each with a sensor in its center; and the vertices of each region form the set V with 36 points of interest: 10j) : i = 0, . . . , 5; j = 0, . . . , 5}.
Considering the signal model and the cluster statistic T (Z C ) described in Section II, we computed analytically P 1 [T (Z C )>t |L e =v] for each cluster C ∈ C all and each of the 36 points of interest v. For this, we considered that the signal amplitude is A=90, the decay exponent is γ =2, and t =3.3.
Using N inc = 1, Table 1 lists the 36 points of interest v and the cluster that maximizes P 1 [T (Z C )>t |L e =v] for each v. These 36 clusters form the resulting C poi and Fig. 7 illustrates 8 of such clusters. Among the 36 clusters, 16 clusters have 4 sensors; 16 clusters have 2 neighboring sensors close to the Monte Carlo simulations were used to evaluate the final detection performance of the scan statistic using C poi and each of the baseline cluster sets described in Section III-C. Simulations are needed because, as discussed in Section IV-D, clusters in most cluster sets intersect, making the analytical evaluation difficult. Fig. 8a shows the ROCs for C poi and a few of the baseline cluster sets when L e is uniformly distributed on S e . In this and subsequent figures and tables, C == (x) represents the cluster set containing square clusters of x number of sensors; C => (r) represents the cluster set originated from a circular scanning window of radius r; C ∼> represents the cluster set originated from a circular scanning window with radius varying among {1.5m, 5.5m, 9.5m, 13.5m, 17.5m}; C ≈> represents the cluster set originated from an elliptical scanning window with major and minor axes chosen from the various combinations of {1.5m, 5.5m, 9.5m, 13.5m, 17.5m}; TABLE 2. Detection performance of the scan statistic when using various cluster sets in the grid scenario with 5-by-5 sensors. and C (1) for this example is the cluster set shown in Fig. 2e . For all cluster sets originated from a scanning window, the window was shifted with a step of 0.2m over the whole region.
From Fig. 8a , it is possible to observe that C poi , C => (13.5m), and C ∼> had very similar performance; however, while the number of clusters in C => (13.5m) and C ≈> were 289 and 989 respectively, the system with C poi reached similar performance with just 36 clusters. This suggests that many of the clusters produced by scanning window procedures are not necessary.
Considering now that the distribution of L e is unknown, Fig. 8b shows the ROCs for C poi and a few of the baseline cluster sets when L e is assumed at the worst point of interest, which is at l − e =(0.0, 0.0) for this example. From Fig. 8b , it is possible to observe that, in addition to using a small number of clusters, C poi provides better detection performance than C => (13.5m), C ≈> , C == (4) in the worst case for the emitter location. In fact, as shown in Table 2 , C poi provided better detection performance than any of the other baseline cluster sets in this case. Table 2 shows the estimated AUC of each cluster set when L e is uniformly distributed ( AUC(C)); when L e is at any of the points of interest with equal probability ( AUC(C|l e )); and when L e is at the worst point of interest ( AUC(C|l − e )). As described in Section IV-A, AUC estimates were obtained using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic with M = 10, 000 random drops, resulting in a standard deviation of at most 0.005. Table 2 also shows the number of clusters in each cluster set (|C|) and the estimated P D when L e is at the worst possible location ( β(C, t|l − e )) for the threshold that satisfies a P FA requirement of α(C, t) ≤ 0.05. β(C, t|l − e ) was estimated by running 10 simulations of M = 10, 000 drops, each at various thresholds t that provide α sim (φ, t) ≈ 0.05; and the resulting standard deviation was 0.01 in all β(C, t|l − e ) results reported.
From the results in Table 2 , it is possible to see that most of the cluster sets reached similar performance when considering L e uniformly distributed; however, when the emitter is at locations far from sensors, the performance of the scan statistic with different cluster sets varied by a nontrivial amount.
Cluster sets C == (x) and C (1) have the fewest number of clusters; however, they provide worse detection performance than C poi . Their worse performance is explained by their weak coverage of locations close to the edge of S e . For instance, the cluster in C == (4) that best senses the emitter at L e = (0, 0) is the cluster {1, 2, 6, 7}. Although sensor 1 is close to L e = (0, 0) and collects a strong measurement, sensors 2, 6, and 7 are far from L e = (0, 0); and the combination of weak measurements from these sensors with the strong measurement from sensor 1 reduces the P D obtained with C == (4). In contrast, as seen in Table 1 , in addition to the cluster {1, 2, 6, 7}, C poi has the single-sensor cluster {1}, which is the best cluster to sense L e at (0, 0). Likewise, C poi has several other clusters with only one or two sensors; and these clusters are able to better detect an emitter at locations close to the edge of S e .
Lastly, consider the performance of the scan statistic when using the cluster set C (1) , in which each sensor belongs to only one cluster, as illustrated in Fig. 2e . C (1) is an important example because it is a cluster set typically obtained from a clustering algorithm that partitions sensors into clusters, as discussed in Section III-B. As seen in the last line of Table 2 , the performance of the scan statistic when using C (1) is worse than the performance achieved when using other cluster sets, particularly when considering the emitter at the worst point of interest ( AUC(C|l − e )). C (1) has poor performance because sensors belong to just one cluster, creating clusters that provide weak coverage not only at locations close to the edge of S e , but also at locations in between clusters; e.g., at locations in between the dashed rectangles of Fig. 2e . In contrast, other cluster sets and the cluster set C poi produced by our method have intersecting clusters in which sensors contribute to more than one cluster statistic, improving the detection performance. Table 3 compares C poi against the best baseline cluster set at different system sizes. The best baseline cluster set in all cases was C => (13.5m).
1) GRIDS OF DIFFERENT SIZES
Some of the conclusions obtained for the 5-by-5 grid are also present in other system sizes: C poi and C => (13.5m) had similar detection performance when L e is assumed uniformly distributed on S e with |C poi | |C => (13.5m)|. When considering L e at the worst point of interest, C poi and C => (13.5m) had similar detection performance for smaller system sizes (3-by-3 and 4-by-4); however, as the grid size increases, it is possible to observe that both AUC(C poi |l − e )− AUC(C => (13.5m)|l − e ) and β(C poi , t|l − e ) − β(C => (13.5m), t|l − e ) grows, suggesting that our procedure becomes more beneficial in large systems.
E. EXAMPLE: SENSORS AT RANDOM LOCATIONS
Considering that a designer might not be able to place sensors at desired locations, we consider the scenario in which sensors are randomly shifted from the grid, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case of a 25-sensor system.
Considering a system with 100 sensors, let S e be a square region with vertices at (0, 0) and (100, 100) and 100 sensors at (x i + x,i , y j + y,j ) for (x i , y j ) ∈ {(10i + 5, 10j + 5) : i, j = 0, 1, . . . , 9}, where { x,i } 9 i=0 and { y,j } 9 j=0 are realizations of independent random variables uniformly distributed in [−4.5, +4.5]. . Difference between the area under the ROC (AUC) when using the cluster set C poi and the AUC when using baseline cluster sets defined in Section III-C while considering the emitter location to be uniformly distributed in the region ( AUC(C poi ) − AUC(C)) and the difference between P D when using C poi and when using baseline cluster sets while considering the emitter at the worst point of interest and threshold set to ensure P FA ≤ 0.05 ( β(C poi , t |l − e ) − β(C, t |l − e )) for the scenario where the locations of 100 sensors are random shifted from a 10-by-10 grid. Figs. 9a and 9b shows the differences considering N inc = 1 and Figs. 9c and 9d shows the differences considering N inc ∈ {1, . . . , 6}.
We generated 22 different realizations of the sensor locations and applied our method to generate a C poi for each of them. For each realization, the method partitioned the region in 100 polygons using a Voronoi diagram. Each of the realizations produced a different set of 100 polygons, which resulted in a different set of points of interest and a different C poi .
For each realization, the system model and the cluster statistic T (Z C ) described in Section II were used to compute P 1 [T (Z C )>t |L e =v] for each cluster C∈C all and for each point of interest v. For this, we considered that the signal amplitude is A=145, the decay exponent is γ =2, and t =3.76.
We consider first the performance of our procedure when N inc = 1; i.e., when only one cluster per point of interest is included into C poi .
As in the analysis of the grid scenario, the final detection performance of the scan statistic using the C poi and the baseline cluster sets in each of the random realizations were evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations; and Figs. 9a and 9b show boxplots of AUC(C poi ) − AUC(C) and β(C poi , t|l − e ) − β(C, t|l − e ) for C => (r), C ∼> , and C ≈> defined in Section III-C. For C => (r) and C ∼> , we considered circular scanning windows of various radiuses in {1.5m, 5.5m, 9.5m, 13.5m, 17.5m}; and for C ≈> , we considered elliptical scanning windows with major and minor axes chosen from the various combinations of {1.5m, 5.5m, 9.5m, 13.5m, 17.5m}; In each boxplot, the whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, the leftest and rightest parts of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the line inside the box represents the median of the 22 random realizations.
From Figs. 9a and 9b , it is possible to observe that, both when considering the emitter location uniformly distributed and when considering the emitter at the worst point of interest, C poi provided better performance than many of the baseline cluster sets, including the cluster sets C ∼> and C ≈> , which produce cluster sets with scanning windows of various sizes and shapes. As discussed before, C poi provided better detection performance in this case because its lower |C poi | reduces the multiple testing problem.
When comparing against C => (17.5) and C => (13.5), the scan statistic with C poi had a smaller AUC and P D in most of the random realizations; however, |C poi | |C => (13.5)| and |C poi | |C => (17.5)| in all realizations: While |C poi | = 167 ± 4, |C => (13.5)| = 1546 ± 27 and |C => (17.5)| = 2324 ± 39; and, given the desire to reduce communication and processing needs, the system designer may prefer C poi over C => (17.5) if the loss in P D or AUC is not significant. More precisely, considering the performance metrics (10) or (11) discussed in Section IV-A, C poi would be preferred in 90% of the random scenarios if the maximum P D loss were β max = 0.05; or if the maximum loss in AUC were AUC max = 0.0025.
We now consider the performance of our algorithm if N inc ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6}; i.e., for each point of interest, we include up to 6 clusters into C poi . In all of the results, we considered r min = 0.5 and d min = 0.5 in conditions (20) and (21) . For each N inc , we ran Monte Carlo simulations with 10,000 random drops for each of the random shifts and we chose the N inc that produced the C poi with the highest AUC(C poi |l − e ) as the best N inc for the random realization. We observed that different random shifts had different values for best N inc : Among the 22 random locations, 5, 7, 6, 1, and 3 of them had best N inc equal to 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively.
Figs. 9c and 9d show boxplots of AUC(C poi ) − AUC(C) and β(C poi , t|l − e ) − β(C, t|l − e ) for each of the baseline cluster sets while considering N inc > 1. From these figures, it is possible to observe that N inc > 1 was able to improve the detection performance of the scan statistic using C poi . When comparing against the performance of the scan statistic using C => (17.5), 75% of the random realizations had β(C poi , t|l − e ) − β(C, t|l − e ) > −0.01, which is the standard deviation of β(C, t|l − e ); and 10 percent of them had β(C poi , t|l − e ) − β(C, t|l − e ) > +0.01. This example illustrates that including additional clusters in C poi can improve the detection performance of the scan statistic, even if these clusters do not provide the maximum
The improved performance requires additional clusters in C poi : |C poi | = 562 ± 171; however, |C poi | is still lower than |C => (13.5)| = 1546 ± 27 and |C => (17.5)| = 2324 ± 39.
This example highlights an important characteristic of our method: It is able to balance detection performance and communication and processing needs. By increasing N inc , detection performance can be increased at the expense of increasing the amount of communication and processing.
VI. PRACTICAL ASPECTS
In this section, we discuss some of the practical aspects of implementing a sensor detection system using the scan statistic with the cluster set C produced by our clustering algorithm.
Regarding the communication network, the system designer should use any of the wireless sensor networking technologies designed for wide area coverage. Consider for this discussion the ZigBee protocol [72] , [73] : it enables mesh topologies, has mechanisms to conserve energy in sensor nodes, and contains routing functions that enable multihop communications, enabling communication of sensor nodes with clusterheads and clusterheads with fusion center. The set of ZigBee devices forms the underlying communication network and, to avoid any sensor to be isolated from the rest of the network, the system designer should deploy a high enough density of ZigBee devices.
Regarding the implementation of the scan statistic, it operates at the application level: A sensor node acquires its measurement at the application level and transmits it to the clusterheads of the various clusters to which the sensor node belongs using the ZigBee protocol. The clusterhead functionality is also implemented at the application level, where clusterheads receive and combine the various measurements. The cluster statistics are transmitted to the fusion center using the underlying services provided by the ZigBee protocol. Optionally, as mentioned before, the transmission of cluster statistics to the fusion center could use collaborative signal processing algorithms [34] , [67] , [68] . For instance, a clusterhead would send its message to another clusterhead on the way to the fusion center and such a clusterhead would combine the received cluster statistic with its own cluster statistic before forwarding it to a third clusterhead on the way to the fusion center.
Regarding the implementation of our clustering algorithm, the system designer would execute the clustering algorithm during the design phase. For this, the system designer would use the sensor locations to define the various possible clusters, creating the set C all of all candidate clusters. This can be done with the help of computational tools that would create clusters of various sizes and shapes around each point of the region. Also using the sensor locations, the signal and noise models, and computational tools, the designer would then execute the 6 steps of algorithm to define the final cluster set C poi .
After defining the cluster set C poi , still in the design phase, the designer would define the clusterhead for each of the clusters. Given that clusters and the clusterhead function are defined at the application level, any node could assume the role of the clusterhead and compute the cluster statistic; however, from a communication perspective, it is desirable to assign the clusterhead function to nodes that are within radio reach of other sensors of the cluster in order to minimize transmissions in the underlying network. Also, as previously mentioned, if certain nodes belongs to multiple clusters, then such nodes should be preferred to be the clusterhead because they can compute and combine the cluster statistics of both clusters before transmitting them to the fusion center.
After clusters and clusterheads are defined, the system designer would preprogram in each sensor node their cluster membership and assign the clusterhead function to preassigned nodes.
Regarding energy consumption, although our clustering algorithm produces smaller cluster sets than other cluster sets considered for the scan statistic, sensors still belong to multiple clusters and a sensor node has to transmit its measurement to multiple clusterheads. To minimize energy consumption, energy constrained nodes that are not clusterheads could operate as ZigBee End Devices and use power saving mechanisms in which a device's transceiver is deactivated most of the time, waking up periodically to transmit measurements [72] , [73] . In this case, the sensor node application would coordinate its measurement transmissions to the various clusterheads such that they all happen during the time that the device is awake, avoiding the transceiver to be reactivated multiple times in the power cycle.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
The first important conclusion of our paper is that, when the emitter is at locations far from the sensors, the detection performance of the scan statistic vary by a nontrivial amount with the cluster set used; and this provides motivation for the research of techniques to search for better cluster sets.
We also presented a new clustering algorithm to generate cluster sets for the scan statistic. With respect to clustering algorithms for wireless sensor networks, our algorithm focuses on improving the detection performance of the scan statistic. With respect to the scanning window approach normally considered to produce cluster sets for the scan statistic, our algorithm follows a different approach, focusing on what we call 'points of interest'. These are the points located in between sensors and they represent the most challenging points for the detection system; i.e., the detection performance would tend to be lower if an emitter were located at any of these points. Once they are identified, our algorithm builds the cluster set by considering the best clusters to detect an emitter located at each of these points. As an additional differentiation between our algorithm and scanning-based procedures, our algorithm is able to control the number of clusters in the final cluster set and balance the detection performance and the amount of processing and communication in the system.
As shown in the examples presented, our algorithm is able to produce cluster sets that have a detection performance similar to other cluster sets while using a significantly smaller number of clusters. Furthermore, if we consider that the distribution of the emitter location is often unknown, our examples show that our algorithm is able to produce clusters sets with better worst case detection performance than other cluster sets, still with a smaller number of clusters. In other words, the scan statistic using the cluster set produced by our algorithm reaches similar or better detection performance than previously proposed cluster sets with less processing and communication between sensors and clusterheads.
It is important to mention that our clustering algorithm does not ensure that the optimal cluster set will be built and more research is needed on this area. In fact, we feel that insufficient work has been done on the area of clustering algorithms for the scan statistic and we hope that our results can serve as motivation to spur more research on this area. As areas for future research, we highlight the following:
• It would be interesting to investigate how to modify or create new clustering algorithms that produce cluster sets that jointly optimize scan statistic detection performance, traffic load in the network, and energy consumption at nodes.
• It would be interesting to investigate a decentralized version of the clustering algorithm proposed here, where sensors would group themselves into more than one cluster, generating a good cluster set C for the scan statistic in a distributed manner. Designing such a clustering algorithm is not trivial because sensors have a limited view of their locations with respect to other sensors and it is difficult for them to determine their importance in the detection of events at particular points of the region of interest. Consider for instance the sensor 1 in Fig. 7 of Example V-D: as we have seen, it is beneficial to have sensor 1 both in the single-sensor cluster {1} and in other clusters, such as {1, 2, 6, 7}. But how would sensor 1 realize that it is the only good sensor to detect an emitter at location (0, 0) and form the single-sensor cluster?
• Focusing on the actual cluster set, it is difficult to analytically evaluate the detection performance and compare candidate cluster sets for the scan statistics given the statistical dependence of cluster statistics. In here, we compared them by first simulating their detection performance individually and later comparing them. It would be interesting to study whether the direct comparison between cluster sets can overcome some of the obstacles related to the analytical computation of the detection performance of the scan statistic.
• It would be interesting to investigate optimization algorithms that perform local search in the space of cluster sets. In this area, an important question to consider is: How to best define the neighborhood of a cluster set solution? One could could enumerate all possible clusters and represent a cluster set as a binary string, where each cluster is represented by a bit that indicates whether the cluster is present or not in the set; and a possible neighborhood of a solution would be the set of all strings that differ in a number of bits. The problem is that there are too many possible clusters, meaning a high number of neighbors to evaluate during the local search. This motivates the research of alternative neighborhoods for a cluster set.
• Lastly, how could one find the optimal cluster set C for a given set of sensor locations? This would help in evaluating the performance of procedures to build cluster sets, such as the one proposed here. As we discussed in Section IV-D, this is a difficult problem; however, a possible avenue of research would be to devise procedures VOLUME 8, 2020 that identify and exclude cluster sets that are sure to be suboptimal. If enough cluster sets can be excluded from consideration, then the exhaustive search among the remaining clusters would become feasible.
